
Itinerary
Pick up and transfer from anywhere in Chiang Mai city
Receive your own traditional Karen outfit
Learn about the elephants and discover the culture of the Karen people
Spend time splashing about with the elephants in their natural environment
Enjoy lunch and learn how to make herbal medicine balls and feed them to the
elephants
Back to the Homestay and devour a “Thai Mountain Barbecue” for dinner

Day 1 (including 2 meals - lunch, dinner)

Fill up with breakfast then we'll trek the elephants in to the jungle
Stop off and rest at a beautiful local waterfall (weather permitting)
After lunch we head to Mae Sa Pok village to learn more about the local Korens
culture and lifestyle
Learn how to weave some traditional cloth and enjoy a fun photoshoot in the
local traditional outfits
Weather permitting we'll enjoy a leisurely bamboo raft on the river
Dinner at the homestay

Day 2 (including 3 meals - breakfast, lunch, dinner)

Today we'll join one of several community projects and elephant camp projects
such as mowing, building bamboo houses for storage, painting classrooms in
the local church, building a water weir and more

After lunch on-site we continue our community project work fully supported by
locals and the team from the camp
Dinner at the homestay

Day 3 (including 3 meals - breakfast, lunch, dinner)

(activities will be different, depends on group size, seasoning, and the need of each project in each period)

After breakfast we'll learn about local farming methods and help out with
anything that needs to be done
After lunch we join the local activity called “the happiness of coloring”. Here we'll
learn how to extract color from nature and how to craft traditional tie-dye fabric 
Late afternoon we check-out of the homestay and head back to Chiang Mai 

Day 4 (including 2 meals - breakfast, lunch)

Be a trailblazer and lead the

trend in conservational and

sustainable eco-tourism. 

Discover the magical Karen

culture 

Give back through helping with

various community projects and

elephants camps that will

genuinely offer new experiences

and perspectives

• HIGHLIGHTS •

This trip is suitable for all lovers of nature and animals who are looking for something extra special, totally
unique and a stay full of fun, adventure, intrigue and excitement. Spend time in the company of the Lords of the
Jungle and then it's on to meet the fascinating Karen hill tribe communities and their people to learn about
their culture and how they live day to day. This is a very special adventure that's extra responsible to both
animals and the environment and all activities here are truly environmentally-friendly.

4 Days 
3 Nights
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Accommodation
The Doi Farmstay

This is a wonderful  and
environmentally-friendly homestay
surrounded by jungles and nature
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EXTRA's
Need help getting to Chiang Mai,
just let us know
Tel: 095 206 9093
Or E-mail:
contact@trunktravel.co.th



คลิกเพื�อติดต่อเพื�อสาํรองทัวรไ์ด้ที�
Line: @tiewgubtrunk
Facebook: เที�ยวกับทรงัค์
โทร: 092 594 9491

คลิกเพื�อติดต่อเพื�อสาํรองทัวรไ์ด้ที�
Line: @tiewgubtrunk
Facebook: เที�ยวกับทรงัค์
โทร: 092 594 9491

สว่นลดพเิศษมากมาย ขอ้มูลเพิ�มเติม คลิกเลย!

Pick-up and transfer in Chiang Mai

10 meals; 3 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners

All transport during your time with us

All admission fees

Daily support of English-speaking staff

from the project

All project costs - no hidden expenses

All accommodation in traditional homestay

Public liability insurance

Exclusive HYGIENE KIT

Drinking water 

  What's included
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Email: contact@trunktravel.co.th

Line: @tiewgubtrunk

Facebook: m.me/trunktravel

CALL: 095 206 9093
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Important Information
Personal Medical Insurance

Transport to Chiang Mai 

Meals & Drinks not mentioned

Any tips or gratuities

Personal Expenses

  What's Not Included

FOR DETAILS OF AVAILABLE PROMOTIONS 
PLEASE CONTACT US

Note
In the event that we' are unable to provide the accommodation
mentioned above, we will replace with other accommodation to the
same or higher standard. You will be notified about this at the
earliest possible opportunity.
If you decide not to use the booked services (accommodation,
transportation, etc.) provided in the list, we can not be responsible
for changes in quality or additional expenses.

(please bring your own container)

- Need help? Let us know

Scan QR Code
เพิ� ม เพื� อน

ONLY
9,995

https://lin.ee/2Z5QnB9
https://www.facebook.com/tiewgubtrunk/
https://lin.ee/2Z5QnB9
https://lin.ee/2Z5QnB9
https://www.facebook.com/tiewgubtrunk/
https://lin.ee/2Z5QnB9
https://lin.ee/2Z5QnB9
https://lin.ee/2Z5QnB9
http://trunktravel.co.th/
https://lin.ee/2Z5QnB9
http://m.me/trunktravel


JOIN-IN GROUP DATES

2020 / 2021 GROUP TOUR DATES
AUGUST

Don't have others to travel with? Would you prefer to travel with other like-
minded individuals? Sign up to one of our set departure dates?

For any trip start date below to be 100% guaranteed we need a minimum of 2 intrepid explorers to join us. If we fail to meet that
minimum number, you have the choice to switch to another date or receive a full refund of any money paid
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SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

ONLY8,995B 
per person
20% discount for

kids!
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